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MR. ARTHUR HENDERSON AT KINGSWINFORD

Mr. Arthur Henderson, M.P., Joint Under-Secretary of State for War,

speaking at Kingswinford, Staffs., today paid a tribute to the British

fighting soldier as the equal of those who fought in the last Great War.

He was in no sense "Maginot" minded; on the contrary the basis of present

day military training throughout the British Army was to create and foster

the offensive spirit.

He also stated that the A.T.S. were rendering magnificent service.

Considerable numbers of then were helping to man Anti-Aircraft sites, not

only releasing men for other duties hut also maintaining the highest standards

of efficiency. More volunteers for the A.A. batteries were, however, required

and he expressed the hope that many more young women would volunteer for

this vitally important work.

Having served with the Amy in this country from the beginning of the

war until a few weeks ago Mr. Henderson said "I know something of the keen

desire of our Forces to get to grips with the enemy. They have had to be

patient for a long time. Hitherto we have been labouring under all the

initial disadvantages a peace-loving nation that is under-organised, under-

equipped and under-supplied for modern war must inevitably experience when it

enters upon active resistance to the sudden and treacherous aggressions of

fully prepared and fully mobilised enemies. That enormous leeway has had to be

made up under the stress of conditions that have taxed all our spiritual,

material and production resources. Behind our defensive shield, and despite

grave and testing ordeals both at home and elsewhere, the workers in all the

essential Industries and services have played a magnificent part in producing

in growing quantities the weapons of victory.

The time is coming when we shall more and more turn to the offensive.

That will become possible largely because of the Mounting production of all

types of war munitions in the factories of the united nations. We must, however,
choose thr right time for the Allied offensive and strike our hardest blows

where they will be felt most. Hitler's much heralded Spring offensive will

presumably soon be launched against our Russian ally and possibly elsewhere.

We may be on the eve of Hitler's greatest gamble in which he will stake everything
in a desperate attempt to break through to the oil fields of the Caucasus,

knowing full well that failure will hasten his inevitable collapse. Our Russian

ally will be fortified by the knowledge that all the united nations will do

everything within their power to ensure that failure.

Our own war fighters and. war workers am united by one common impulse:
to go all out for victory in order to van an all-out victory. They are

determined to finish the job they have begun and to finish it thoroughly."
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